AQUACULTURE LICENCE
Fisheries Act 1988

Licence Holder
TAAU AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
PO BOX 712
KARAMA NT 0812

Licence Details
Licence Number: C1/519
Valid From: 01 July 2015
Expires: 30 June 2020

Location
SECTION 2525 SOUTHPORT RD HUNDRED OF CAVENAUGH NT 0837

Conditions:
1. CULTURE SPECIES
   The licence entitles the licensee to culture:
   i Spirulina; being of the scientific name Arthospira maxima

2. AREA OF OPERATION
   The licence shall be operated only within the area at Section No: 644, Hundred of Cavenagh,
   Southport Road, Northern Territory.

3. WATER DISCHARGE
   Ponds shall be designed so as not to overflow or spill. A back-up dam or bund structure will be
   constructed to catch water in excess of that anticipated by rainfall records which may overflow or
   spill from ponds.

   The site shall be managed to prevent soil erosion and drained to prevent standing water in which
   mosquitos may breed.

4. WATER EXTRACTION
   Extraction of water will be in accordance with Bore Construction Permit No. 8867 & 8868

5. DEVELOPMENT CONSENT
   Development of the area of operation will be in accordance with Development Permit No
   DP96/0597.

6. AQUACULTURE OPERATIONS
   construction and operation of the farm shall be in accordance with the detailed layout and
   operational procedures specified in the Aquaculture Licence Application received on which the
   licence was issued.

   Any alterations to the farms design or operation must be approved by the Director of Fisheries
   prior to construction or alteration.